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It's time to protect your data against both internal and external threats – such as ransomware 
and malware that compromise the safety of your company data. With human error causing an 
estimated 90% of data breaches, employee mistakes can grant attackers access to your sensitive 
information on any given day.

Together, ITsMine and CrowdStrike bring data protection to a new security level by proactively 
detecting rogue access to sensitive data, blocking threatening devices and removing unauthorized 
access to data using the CrowdStrike Falcon API.

The Challenge

Sophisticated attackers threaten organizations and exploit weak entry points to infect systems 
with malicious software. If like most organizations you have a hybrid working environment, you 
are at risk like never before. Your sensitive data is scattered throughout so many locations within 
and outside of your network, opening a wide data breach attack surface. 

These data breaches present various dangers such as the loss of intellectual property, reputa-
tional damage, legal and regulatory implications, and financial impact. Advanced data breach 
detection and real-time malicious behavior remediation are crucial to organizational health. You 
need to both track and secure your data wherever it is, within your internal network and beyond. 

A Collaborative Solution

The collaboration between ITsMine and CrowdStrike enables organizations to automatically and 
proactively protect against internal and external data breaches. Using ItsMine with the 
CrowdStrike Falcon API, users can proactively protect against internal and external attackers by 
instantly blocking malicious access to critical assets.
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Add New Functionality

This integration combines ITsMine's remediation of data breach attempts 
and malicious behavior with CrowdStrike's endpoint protection solutions 
to prevent external and internal data breach software from gaining the 
necessary access to your data – by blocking rogue parties’ access to the 
targeted host. 

ITsMine detects internal and external data breaches and abnormal uses 
of company data through the virtual data tagging of sensitive files 
(FileGPS™) in order to track their location; and by deploying advanced 
virtual decoys (SoftwareMines™) in critical folders.

Key Features

Prevent data breaches by deploying SoftwareMines™ in sensitive 
locations adjacent to files that need protection

Detect external attackers by detecting SoftwareMine™ “detonations” 
(unexpected access or opening of files) in critical areas

Contain and block access to hosts by integrating with the CrowdStrike 
Falcon API

About ITsMine

ITsMine was founded in 2017 by a group of experts 
aimed at offering a new, unique, proactive approach to 
Data Security. Our mission is to remove the threat 
against organizational data – for good!

About CrowdStrike

CrowdStrike is a leading cybersecurity company 
protecting customers from all cyber threats by 
leveraging its Security Cloud to stop breaches. From 
its inception in 2011, driven by George Kurtz’s vision, 
CrowdStrike was created as a different kind of 
cybersecurity company.

Detect attackers with ItsMine’s unique 
technology: as soon as files in critical areas 
are opened or accessed unexpectedly

Contain malicious threats by blocking access 
to data using the CrowdStrike Falcon API
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